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to take stock of the year past and to ponder 
the year ahead. It is a �me to be grateful for 
what I have and think about what I would like 
to achieve in the new year, both photographi-
cally and in life in general. 

Let me take this opportunity of wishing you all 
a very happy and peaceful fes�ve season. 
Cherish the company of family and friends and 
have lots of fun taking beau�ful photos. 

Stay safe everyone!

Another year has whizzed past at what seems 
like 1/4000 sec @ f2.8. Like ligh�ng and mostly 
at a blur. It has been a year of many ups and 
downs with lockdowns and relaxa�on of lock-
downs, some happy moments and some very 
sad moments with friends, colleagues and 
loved ones passing away.

From a club perspec�ve I believe we have had 
a successful year with the club and individuals 
doing well in various compe��ons and salons. 
Well done to everyone who took photos and 
were kind enough to share them with us all.  
Every photo you share is one you are proud of 
and we should always remember that.

We have been fortunate to have some new 
members join us who all bring something 
extra and fresh to the club – thank you for 
choosing Westville. We hope you will have a 
long and happy stay at the club.  Please 
remember that if you need to know anything 
at all, not only are the commi�ee willing to 
help, but the members are known for lending 
a helping hand in any photographic situa�on.  
Please just shout!

I always find this �me of the year a good �me 

GEOFFFELDON

CHAIRMAN’S
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SALON SUBMISSIONS
Anyone may enter a Salon. To find out more on how to do so, go to the 
Photographic Society of South Africa’s website [www.pssa.co.za] or ask 
one of the senior club members. The PSSA Salon Calendar may be 
found in the PSSA section of this months SNAP magazine along with 
other PSSA news.

image entry
Any digital image entered in a section may 
not at any time be re-entered in that or any 
other section or medium for promotional pur-
poses. Previously entered work, either wholly 
or partially, may not be entered without sub-
stantial, content transforming  modifications.

Proof of originality will rest with the author. 
All images contained within the image, must 
be the author’s own work. 

Exceptions: 
Computer manipulated filters, distortions and 
textures. Images may not be manufactured 
using stock material which has previously 
been entered in promotional competitions 
without substantial modification. 
 
Images taken in consecutive frames repre-
senting the same scene or activity will be 
viewed as the same image and can only be 
allowed for submission once for judging. 
  
Due to time constraints only 1 set subject 
photo from each member will be shown and 
judged by the members on the night of sub-
mission.  

When downloading through Photovault the 
first SS image you download will be the quick 
judge image.  If 2 photos are submitted they 
will both be judged the following month as 
normal.

digital submissions
Digital images to be submitted electronically 
via PHOTOVAULTONLINE. 

IMAGE SIZING 
Width: 1920 pixels max
Height: 1080 pixels max
File Size: not exceed 2MB

BORDERS – thin outlines are allowed but 
larger frames are discouraged.

IMAGE NAMES - Authors’ names may 
NOT be added to the digital images when 
submitted. Images to be named with the 
image title only. eg: Beach Sunrise

CLUB BADGES - R50

generalclub info
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12 January - NO MEETING
19 January - Judging (November Submissions)

9 February - Annual Awards Evening
16th February - Judging (January Submission)

MEETINGS No more meetings
for 2021

To All Members

As this year draws to a close and we look forward to next year I 
would like to invite anyone who is interested in joining the commit-

tee to please contact one of the current committee.

Is it always good to have new people coming onto the committee 
so that the club will continue to get fresh ideas and energy.

Being involved in the running of the club is rewarding and enjoy-
able (and that is not just sales talk). I can confidently say that if you 

ask any of the committee they will tell you that they really enjoy 
being involved. Westville Camera Club has a fantastic atmosphere 

and culture and it is important to keep that going.

from Geoff Feldon - WCC Chairman 2021

Y         U
YOUR CLUB NEEDS
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DECEMBER EVENTS TO PHOTOGRAPH

PLEASE REMEMBER: It is always safer to 
go out and photograph in groups.

Should you wish to have company on a 
personal outing, post it on our Facebook 
page or the WCC WhatsApp Chat group. 

11 December - Monteseel

It doesn’t matter what it is, whether it’s a sunrise shoot 4 days in a row, 
a protest march on the promenade, you need an extra pair of hands 
to do splash photography or absolutely anything, post it and you may 

find yourself with some like-minded company.

Remember our club’s motto:

“…fostering a spirit of good fellowship…”
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Salon acceptances

Congratula�ons to the following members who have advanced a ra�ng.

STAR MOVERS FOR OctoBER
1 Star to 2 Star:
 
 - Makaira Kerkhof

8TH SWARTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB SALON 2021
         Acceptance              COM       
Robert Black   2
Celia Fourie   2
Howard Gilli�   5  3
Shirley Gilli�   7  1  
Andrew Pike   4
Dave Wickham   1
Wayne dos Santos Niz  1  1

5TH PAARL NATIONAL SALON OF PHOTOGRAPHY 2021

         Acceptance              COM
Robert Black   2
Geoff Feldon   5  1
Jill Ferraz    2  
Howard Gilli�   6  1
Shirley Gilli�   9
Mike Morgan   3
Andrew Pike   2   
Kazale�e Pike   3

congratulations!
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freepik.com

H A P P Y

D E C E M B E R   B I R T H D A Y S

Birthday

1 1  S h a n e  N e w m a n

1 6  S u e  A u s m e i e r  

1 9  T r a c e y  Z e t t l e r

2 8  M a r i u s  v a n  T o n d e r

2 9  C o l l e e n  V e n t e r

3 0  J o a n  W i d d o w s o n

1 1  S h a n e  N e w m a n

1 6  S u e  A u s m e i e r  

1 9  T r a c e y  Z e t t l e r

2 8  M a r i u s  v a n  T o n d e r

2 9  C o l l e e n  V e n t e r

3 0  J o a n  W i d d o w s o n
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J A N U A R Y   B I R T H D A Y S

0 2  K a z a l e t t e  P i k e

0 3  J o h n  M a y o r

0 5  N a t a s c h a  R o b i n s o n

0 8  H o w a r d  G i l l i t t

1 6  G a i l  C r o u c h

2 2  A l l a n  B o w e r

2 5  I a n  D a m e r e l l

0 2  K a z a l e t t e  P i k e

0 3  J o h n  M a y o r

0 5  N a t a s c h a  R o b i n s o n

0 8  H o w a r d  G i l l i t t

1 6  G a i l  C r o u c h

2 2  A l l a n  B o w e r

2 5  I a n  D a m e r e l l
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15.07.1948 - 18.09.2021

UPPING YOUR GAME Article & Photos
by Andrew Pike

In September and October of this year Kaz and I got ourselves a small off-road caravan and under-
took a two-month, 11,000km an�-clockwise circumnaviga�on of South Africa, having been grant-
ed a sabba�cal by my work. We headed through Clarens and up north to start our trip in Kgalagadi 
and then set-out westwards from there, taking in around 20 different stops. 

The trip was about taking a break, de-stressing and seeking out beauty. Photography was always 
going to play a big part. This ar�cle isn’t about the trip, it’s about what we learnt as photogra-
phers. Here are some of the lessons that I wanted to share.

USE YOUR CAMERA   

We spent 63 days on the road. Not 
one day passed when we didn’t use 
our cameras. Yes, there were some 
days when we struggled to find 
“quality” subject ma�er. There were 
some days where the light was terri-
ble, but every day we found some-
thing to shoot, and more than just a 
record shots (although there was no 
shortage of those!). Even when 
there seemed to be nothing, some-
thing would manifest, because we 
were ready for and completely open 
to manifesta�ons.

I don’t think there was any day on 
that trip where we didn’t have a 
couple of photographs to show. The 
wonderful thing about using our 
cameras every day was that they 
became extensions of our arms: we 
knew our se�ngs backwards, we 
knew what did what, and most 
importantly, it just felt right to pho-
tograph whatever appeared before 
us. 

So that’s the first lesson: use your 
camera at every given opportunity, 
even if conditions aren’t perfect.  
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NOTHING IS OFF-LIMITS 

As with all photographers, each of us 
has our preferences. We both love 
wildlife, but I’m also a fan of scapes 
and Kaz could shoot people all day. I 
am out of my comfort zone with 
people and she likewise with land-
scapes. However, we shot every-
thing that moved, or that didn’t 
move, as long as it entered our con-
sciousnesses. 

It was such a brilliant exercise to do 
that, for two reasons. Firstly, it made 
the scope of what we were willing to 
shoot infinite. Secondly it had each 
of us star�ng to embrace the paths 
of our photography that we tend to 
shy away from. It also had us photo-
graphing stuff which we might never 
otherwise have photographed. Kaz 
was a brilliant nego�ator with our 
human subjects. 

I did my bit in making sure we got 
the right light for some of our land-
scapes, and that we climbed ridicu-
lously high mountains to see par�cu-
lar views and features. But we also 
photographed flowers, wild animals, 
trees, macro, roads, domes�c 
animals, fossils, labyrinths, rocks, 
waterfalls, Bushman and their paint-
ings, you name it. If it was there, we 
photographed it. 

The result was that we each now 
have an amazing portfolio of eclec-
tic photographs that we’re pretty 
proud of.   

LIGHT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE A 
SHOW-STOPPER

We struggled out of bed in the cold 
on most mornings to catch blue 
hour, and it was worthwhile. We 
poised with our cameras ready for 
golden hour late in the day, and it 

paid handsome dividends. But 
unfortunately, there are only two 
such hours in each day, and when 
one or both of them is clouded over, 
what’s le� to do? So we shot in all 
sorts of light. 

Even rain offers opportuni�es: drop-
lets on flowers, waterfalls in ravines, 
tortoises drinking. Don’t write-off 
photography just because it’s rain-
ing.

Yes, the light in the middle of the day 
can be harsh and flat and all the 
other good things that the judges 
will generally diss you for. But if you 
get crea�ve enough, using shadow 
where you find it, ensuring your lens 
isn’t flaring, le�ng the light fall on 
some moving water to illuminate it 
or doing whatever else it takes, you 
can get your shots. Some midday 
shots also convert neatly to mono-
chrome. What I can tell you is that I 
have had at least three salon accep-
tances since that trip for photo-
graphs taken in broad daylight. It’s 
not ideal, but if you use your nouse, 
you can make something work. 
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20.10.1967 - 24.10.2021

When I was a boy, I was given an old 
Yashica camera by my grandfather. 
(Show your age by pu�ng your hand 
up if you ever owned a Yashica 
camera.) It had two se�ngs: shu�er 
speed and aperture. Focus was 
manual. ISO depended on the print 
film that we used to buy. 

When I started photography the 
standard ISO for Kodak print film was 
100 and 200. The photography 
world started buzzing a few years 
later when ISO 400 film came out. 
That’s what we had and that’s what 
we used. Light meters were hand-

IT'S NOT ABOUT THE CAMERA  

We struggled out of bed in the cold 
on most mornings to catch blue 
hour, and it was worthwhile. We 
poised with our cameras ready for 
golden hour late in the day, and it 

paid handsome dividends. But 
unfortunately, there are only two 
such hours in each day, and when 
one or both of them is clouded over, 
what’s le� to do? So we shot in all 
sorts of light. 

Even rain offers opportuni�es: drop-
lets on flowers, waterfalls in ravines, 
tortoises drinking. Don’t write-off 
photography just because it’s rain-
ing.

Yes, the light in the middle of the day 
can be harsh and flat and all the 
other good things that the judges 
will generally diss you for. But if you 
get crea�ve enough, using shadow 
where you find it, ensuring your lens 
isn’t flaring, le�ng the light fall on 
some moving water to illuminate it 
or doing whatever else it takes, you 
can get your shots. Some midday 
shots also convert neatly to mono-
chrome. What I can tell you is that I 
have had at least three salon accep-
tances since that trip for photo-
graphs taken in broad daylight. It’s 
not ideal, but if you use your nouse, 
you can make something work. 

held, and we made do with what we 
had. And of course we had no idea 
what we had photographed un�l the 
images were developed, so general-
ly you only got one or two goes at a 
subject and hoped for the best. PS 
and LR of course didn’t exist, so if we 
were lucky enough to get into a 
dark-room we could do a bit of 
dodging and burning, but not a lot 
more. The photographs (at least in 
my case), were passable. Profession-
al photographers, however, did work 
which is s�ll recognized for its excel-
lence today. 

Why am I sharing ancient history 
with you? On this trip, I fell in love all 
over again with manual se�ngs. I 
know that my camera has wonderful 
technology to make my life easier (or 
is it to complicate my life?). I also 
know that it is really easy to choose 
a program and let the camera do the 
work. However, when you are on 
manual se�ngs, you have an 
immense amount of control. 

I must of course confess to owning a 
mirrorless camera, which is made 
for manual se�ngs because it is per-
manently in live view. But we all 
have live view on our cameras, even 
if not as convenient as on a mirror-
less, so there is no excuse not to use 
manual se�ngs. You get the light 
just right on the subject in your pho-
tograph, you avoid blowing the 
wrong things out, you get the depth 
of field just right and you don’t have 
to keep retaking and retaking and 
looking in your view finder to try and 
figure out which you like best. 

Of course, I s�ll s�ck to autofocus 
unless I’m shoo�ng stars or some-
thing like that. It’s a no-brainer, 
especially having a set of aging and 
slightly unreliable eyes at my dispos-
al. 

With wildlife, I am s�ll on aperture priority and spot 
metering because that’s just the logical thing to do 
with moving objects. However, even on a program 
mode you s�ll have to know how your camera works 
in order to compensate for harsh back-light and so 
on, so at that level there is s�ll a manual element to 
the way we work. 

It’s all doable, but at the end of the day it’s not about 
the camera. We know that a higher ISO equals more 
noise. We also very rarely need more than about 
2000 ISO outdoors, and I don’t believe there is an 
entry level camera in the world any longer which 
doesn’t have at least that. So don’t think you need to 
re-mortgage your house to buy a super-duper 
camera: you don’t because what you have will do the 
trick. 

The lesson is to make friends with manual settings 
once again. The results are surprisingly spectacular. 
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“Duzi Winners” - Gary Ousman

When I was a boy, I was given an old 
Yashica camera by my grandfather. 
(Show your age by pu�ng your hand 
up if you ever owned a Yashica 
camera.) It had two se�ngs: shu�er 
speed and aperture. Focus was 
manual. ISO depended on the print 
film that we used to buy. 

When I started photography the 
standard ISO for Kodak print film was 
100 and 200. The photography 
world started buzzing a few years 
later when ISO 400 film came out. 
That’s what we had and that’s what 
we used. Light meters were hand-

held, and we made do with what we 
had. And of course we had no idea 
what we had photographed un�l the 
images were developed, so general-
ly you only got one or two goes at a 
subject and hoped for the best. PS 
and LR of course didn’t exist, so if we 
were lucky enough to get into a 
dark-room we could do a bit of 
dodging and burning, but not a lot 
more. The photographs (at least in 
my case), were passable. Profession-
al photographers, however, did work 
which is s�ll recognized for its excel-
lence today. 

Why am I sharing ancient history 
with you? On this trip, I fell in love all 
over again with manual se�ngs. I 
know that my camera has wonderful 
technology to make my life easier (or 
is it to complicate my life?). I also 
know that it is really easy to choose 
a program and let the camera do the 
work. However, when you are on 
manual se�ngs, you have an 
immense amount of control. 

I must of course confess to owning a 
mirrorless camera, which is made 
for manual se�ngs because it is per-
manently in live view. But we all 
have live view on our cameras, even 
if not as convenient as on a mirror-
less, so there is no excuse not to use 
manual se�ngs. You get the light 
just right on the subject in your pho-
tograph, you avoid blowing the 
wrong things out, you get the depth 
of field just right and you don’t have 
to keep retaking and retaking and 
looking in your view finder to try and 
figure out which you like best. 

Of course, I s�ll s�ck to autofocus 
unless I’m shoo�ng stars or some-
thing like that. It’s a no-brainer, 
especially having a set of aging and 
slightly unreliable eyes at my dispos-
al. 

With wildlife, I am s�ll on aperture priority and spot 
metering because that’s just the logical thing to do 
with moving objects. However, even on a program 
mode you s�ll have to know how your camera works 
in order to compensate for harsh back-light and so 
on, so at that level there is s�ll a manual element to 
the way we work. 

It’s all doable, but at the end of the day it’s not about 
the camera. We know that a higher ISO equals more 
noise. We also very rarely need more than about 
2000 ISO outdoors, and I don’t believe there is an 
entry level camera in the world any longer which 
doesn’t have at least that. So don’t think you need to 
re-mortgage your house to buy a super-duper 
camera: you don’t because what you have will do the 
trick. 

The lesson is to make friends with manual settings 
once again. The results are surprisingly spectacular. 
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“Good bye my friend” - Gary Ousman

When we shoot what we see, we are 
essen�ally simply crea�ng a record 
of the scene in front of us. When we 
shoot what we behold, it is rather 
about being moved to photograph 
something that speaks to us. The 
challenge is to record on your 
camera how the subject spoke to 
you in a way where the viewer gets 
what the subject said. There is no 
clever way of teaching this (or cer-
tainly I don’t know how to teach it 
because I don’t always know how to 
do it). 

However, what I can say is every 
�me we saw something that evoked 
a special response in us, whether it 
was joy, happiness, sadness, empa-
thy or whatever, we photographed 
it. 

I can’t say if that’s how the judges 
will see it, but when I look back at 
some of the photographs that I 
love, it’s because I remember what 
the scene was saying to me at the 
time. 

SHOOT WHAT YOU BEHOLD, NOT 
WHAT YOU SEE

I know I’ve said that you should shoot everything, but at 
least when you set out, you need to have a plan of what 
might be covered by that everything. We planned our 
11,000km with a few things in mind. The first was that 
every place we visited should be beau�ful and photogenic. 
There were also some iconic places we specifically wanted 
to visit. 

The other requirements were that the places should have 
as few people as possible, no Covid and very li�le by way 
of cellphone communica�on. I reckon we �cked all of 
those boxes in 80% of the places we visited. The result was 
that we photographed much of what we wanted to photo-
graph and set out to do, but also came back with a good 
collec�on of whatever else those places had to offer us. 

So, put yourself in the right place if you specifically want to 

PUT YOURSELF IN THE RIGHT PLACE

photograph something or a genre of things. If landscapes are your thing, it’s no good hanging 
out in a city centre. If you want street photography, the countryside won’t cut it. If you want 
wildlife, game reserves are quite a good place to start. Those are obvious examples, but you 
know what I mean. Know what you want to shoot and then put yourself where you need to 
be to shoot what you want to shoot.
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When things weren’t ideal in terms of 
ligh�ng or what we had hoped to see, we 
started exploring different angles. Per-
spec�ve is such a big piece of photography 
and it became so evident as we went that 
a pre�y ordinary looking scene could be 
totally transformed, if, for instance, we 
were able to frame it in something else, or 
if we shot from an ultra-low angle, or from 
up above, or from an angle seldom seen. 

I know that that flies a bit in the face of the 
lesson about shoo�ng what you behold, 
but some�mes the piece that moves you 
can only be seen from a par�cular angle 
and unless you explore every angle, you 
may never find it.

EXPLORE POSSIBILITY 

I know I’ve said that you should shoot everything, but at 
least when you set out, you need to have a plan of what 
might be covered by that everything. We planned our 
11,000km with a few things in mind. The first was that 
every place we visited should be beau�ful and photogenic. 
There were also some iconic places we specifically wanted 
to visit. 

The other requirements were that the places should have 
as few people as possible, no Covid and very li�le by way 
of cellphone communica�on. I reckon we �cked all of 
those boxes in 80% of the places we visited. The result was 
that we photographed much of what we wanted to photo-
graph and set out to do, but also came back with a good 
collec�on of whatever else those places had to offer us. 

So, put yourself in the right place if you specifically want to 

photograph something or a genre of things. If landscapes are your thing, it’s no good hanging 
out in a city centre. If you want street photography, the countryside won’t cut it. If you want 
wildlife, game reserves are quite a good place to start. Those are obvious examples, but you 
know what I mean. Know what you want to shoot and then put yourself where you need to 
be to shoot what you want to shoot.
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When we were shoo�ng animals, there 
were �mes when we would have to wait for 
long periods before they would do some-
thing interes�ng or different. Animals are 
extraordinary: they have behaviors which 
can surprise all the �me. Somehow or other 
we found that in the Kgalagadi the animals 
there surprised us more than anywhere else 
in game parks that we had previously visited. 
Many of them simply behaved in ways we 
had never seen before. However, there were 
�mes where the animals would just stand 
around doing nothing – long �mes – and we 
would just wait, and wait, and wait, because 
we had the �me to do it. And eventually that 
special moment would come – if we were 
ready for it. The fact that the Kgalagadi is a 
photographer’s dream in terms of colours 
and textures did of course help!

We were also able to plan photographs 
where we saw an animal moving to a space 
which looked as if it would offer a decent 

GRATIFICATION ISN’T ALWAYS INSTANT

perspec�ve: for instance, if we saw it 
half-camouflaged against a bush, it was 
never going to make a decent photo. How-
ever, if there was a prospect of it moving 
into a posi�on where we would have a nega-
�ve – posi�ve space on offer, or it would be 
moving to be backlit, we would set up for 
the shot and let nature then do its bit. Gen-
erally we were rewarded (eventually). 

Pa�ence paid off with the stars, with the 
moon, with wind, with light coming up and 
sun se�ng. One day in the Baviaanskloof we 
had gloomy, freezing, flat overcast weather. 
In despera�on we went for a walk at 6pm, 
carrying our cameras more out of duty than 
with any real hope. And suddenly a rainbow 
opened up, the clouds shi�ed to reveal 
extraordinary light on the rocks and cliffs 
and we were rewarded with the most 
moving sun down imaginable. 

Always be willing to wait, because waiting 
pays dividends. 
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The inevitable outcome of 63 days of pho-
tography is 63 days of photographs. Let’s 
guess an average of say 200 per day (much 
more if wildlife is involved). Right there you 
have over 12,000 shots to process. When we 
set out we thought it would be cool to aver-
age 4-5 decent shots per day – say a por�olio 
of around 300 Club and salon-worthy 
photos. Can you see the problem here? How 
to trim 12,000 into 300.

You need to be so selec�ve, choose the pass-
able and the great shots and cull the rest, no 
ma�er how painful it may be. 

BE BRUTAL

Delete them: don’t just store and hope you’ll 
get back to them someday. Trust me, you 
won’t.

I was selec�ng about 20 in a day (when I had 
�me to review them), then choosing the ones 
I liked the best and discarding everything 
else. Hard as it is, the relief of not having 
thousands of photos to si� through is great. 
But if the truth be told, we were so ac�ve 
throughout that we both are si�ng with a 
bunch of raw and and as yet unconsidered 
images for some of the days we were out 
there: exci�ng �mes ahead!

There are so many other lessons that I think 
we learnt along the way. The biggest one 
though was to keep taking photographs, 
because that’s what we love doing and that’s 
what upped our games. We both now have a 
good set and selec�on of photographs that 
we are working through: we have each start-
ed building a por�olio of photographs which 
we love. 

CONCLUSION 
Whether the judges love them as well 
remains to be seen, but does it really ma�er? 
What ma�ers at the end is your memory of 
the moment. If you can make it a memory 
which evoked something special inside of you 
and con�nues evoking that moment, you’re 
doing what’s important in photography. 
Acceptances, golds and merits will follow if 
that’s what counts for you, but what really 
ma�ers is: do you love it?
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DSLR TO MIRRORLESS

CANON EF TO  RF

Article by
Wayne dos 
Santos Niz

So you have a Canon DSLR and amassed some exo�c L glass, you want to go mirrorless but the 
thought of losing the investment in your glass is keeping the safety on the spend trigger.  

Well there is some good news poten�ally if your move is to Canon or Sony.  There are effec�ve 
adapters that offer full communica�on and func�onality of the EF lens to the Canon RF and Sony 
FE bodies. Autofocus including Animal/Bird Eye recogni�on, lens stabilisa�on and of course all 
other normal communica�on remains intact and reliable.

This is my own personal experience using the Canon R5 and Sony A1 with adapted EF lenses.  I 
have not used any other Sony or Canon mirrorless bodies so please ensure that you test out any 
other configura�on before taking that safety off.

Canon has an adapter range available and with some vendors already include the adapter when 
you purchase an RF body camera. There is an added bonus in their adapter line-up as you can get 
the adapter with a drop in filter op�on.  There are three drop in op�ons -  Clear, Variable ND and 
Circular Polariser.  

The Canon R5 with the adapter works with full func�onality with Canon and third party lenses.  I
 have tested the following EF mount lenses with 100% success

Canon EF600 f4 mkii, with TC1.4 iii and TC2 iii convertors
Canon EF70-200 2.8 mkii
Canon EF11-24 f4
Sigma 50mm f1.4 Art
Sigma 105mm f1.4 Art
Sigma 24-35mm f2 Art
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CANON EF TO  SONY FE
Sigma have developed an adaptor the MC11 which works 
equally well with Sigma and Canon EF mount lenses on the 
Sony FE mount body.  The autofocus speed is good and it is 
stable.  I have not encountered any freezing up or inconsis-
tent performance issues.

An added bonus Sigma have a slot for rear mount filters 
built into this adapter. 
I have tested all the EF lenses as tested with the R5 with all 
of them working, from the widest 11-24 to the longest 600 
f4 with TC2 convertor.

Sony A1 with Sigma MC11 adapter, Canon EF 600 f4 ii with TC1.4 iii.  Botanical Gardens
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The Westville Camera Club Committee would like to wish
our members and their families a safe and wonderful holiday,

and to those celebrating ...
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This image was captured by Henri Carti-
er-Bresson through a hole in a fence behind 
the Gare St, Lazare, a railway station in Paris, 
in 1932. At first glance it appears rather ordi-
nary, but closer scrutiny reveals levels of con-
nections and hidden meanings. The ladder in 
the puddle mimics the form of the fence rail-
ings and of the nearby railway lines behind 
the fence, as do the words Railowsky on the 
poster (though it was in fact advertising con-
certs by pianist Brailowsky). The ripples in the 
water echo the shapes of the steel rings in the 

water, which in turn symbolise hoops and 
circuses. The anonymous man leaping over 
the puddle to keep his shoes dry, his heel 
suspended inches above the water, becomes 
a performer in the circus of life, a reflection 
of the acrobat advertised on the poster 
behind him. We see revealed an unseen 
world of associations, normally hidden by 
the ceaseless flow of time. The image would 
not have worked as it does, had it been shot 
at any other instant. 

BEHIND THE GARE ST. LAZARE, PARIS, 1932 
by Malcolm Reeves
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This is a perfect illustration of Cartier Bres-
son’s mastery of the essence of an image 
through his sense of composition and timing: 
The Decisive Moment. 

In his own words, “Photography is not 
like painting. There is a creative frac-
tion of a second when you are taking 
a picture. Your eye must see a com-
position or an expression that life 
itself offers you and you must know 
with intuition when to click the 
camera. That is the moment the pho-
tographer is creative. Oop! The 
Moment! Once you miss it, it is gone 
forever. To me, photography is the 
simultaneous recognition, in a frac-
tion of a second, of the significance 
of an event as well as of a precise 
organization of forms which give 
that event its proper expression."  

Here are other examples of the decisive 
moment captured in his images. The shapes 
and their arrangement in the compositions 
work well together, as do the position of the 
moving cyclist or running figure. Carti-
er-Bresson had the knack for seeing a setting 
as a waiting stage with all the props in place, 
needing only an actor to enter at the perfect 
time and spot to complete the scene, to hit 
the mark in his mind’s eye.

He used almost exclusively a Leica 35mm 
rangefinder camera equipped with a 50mm 
lens to capture his images. The anonymity 
that the small camera gave him in a crowd 
or during an intimate moment was essential 
in overcoming the formal and unnatural 
behaviour of his subjects. He enhanced his 
anonymity by covering all shiny parts of the 
camera with black paint or tape. Using fast 
black and white film and sharp lenses, the 
Leica opened up new possibilities in photog-
raphy—the ability to capture the world in its 
actual state of movement and transforma-
tion; what he called "the velvet 
hand...the hawk's eye." He never photo-
graphed with flash, a practice he saw as "im-
polite...like coming to a concert with 
a pistol in your hand." Neither did he 
believe in cropping or other darkroom tech-
niques, and most of his images are exactly 
what he saw and composed in his viewfinder.
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He went on to become a master of candid 
photography and pioneered the genre of 
street photography. He travelled the world, 
and there is hardly a country or continent he 
did not closely observe through the lens of 
his camera, as in this shot taken in India.

In this era of high tech equipment and edit-
ing software, perhaps we photographers 
should pause, and take heed of these words 
from Cartier-Bresson: “Technique is im-
portant only insofar as you must 
master it in order to communicate 
what you see...people think far too 
much about techniques and not 
enough about seeing.”

Seeing and capturing the decisive moment is 
not easy, but it is heartening to know that 
there are an infinite number of decisive mo-
ments happening around us all the time, 
each one a new opportunity to see and cap-
ture the shot we are looking for.
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It is said that the face is the window to the soul, communicated via our 
fleeting expressions. An understanding of this is certainly one of the most 
important skills to have in people photography.

The human face can form over 10,000 expressions. To simplify this daun�ng 
number, as photographers we need only concentrate on capturing 6 basic 
expressions: 
 - happiness
 - sadness 
 - surprise

Forehead, eyebrows, eyes, cheeks, and mouths are all essen�al features in 
the forma�on of expressions. 

The best and most poignant expressions will be candid, spontaneous, and 
unposed.  

For success, be relaxed and unobtrusive, learn to an�cipate a genuine 
expression quickly, and take your shot in �me to capture that flee�ng 
moment. The more you can learn to an�cipate and differen�ate those very 
subtle differences, the more you will understand about your subjects, and 
the be�er you can communicate that with the photos you take of them.

RULES: Colour or mono. Subjects must be human. No limit to the number 
of people in the image. No manipula�on allowed.

Submission Deadline: 14 February 2022

Our SET SUBJECT for February in EXPRESSIONS, and with the holiday season 
star�ng soon, families and friends will gather. What be�er �me than now to 
work on capturing EXPRESSIONS!

Let me try to break down the Set Subject for you...

- fear
- anger 
- disgust

Mick Cookson
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Children make excellent subject 
ma�er and are so expressive. The 
secret will  be to catch the perfect 
shot before they realize they’re 
caught on film!

So many of us have this photo in our 
children photo albums. Time to 
catch this with your kids, grandkids 
etc.

To capture someone in tears, or just 
feeling absolutely heartbroken is 
not easy. How do you do it without 
being callous or obtrusive. You’re 
capturing someone at their most 
vulnerable, and most will not take 
lightly to being caught on camera in 
the state.

Not all tears are sad. Some are of 
joy. Weddings are a great �me to 
look at the crowd while they’re 
focussed on the wedding couple. 
There are some beau�ful emo�onal 
expressions to be caught here.

Once again children are a great 
source of subject ma�er! And with 
families being together over the 
holiday period, there will certainly 
be a few spats and tears amoungst 
your nephews and nieces! Keep that 
camera handy and the se�ngs set!

Babyccino

Zurera

Shea McGrath

David Heath
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credit: Scott McCloud
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credit: Scott McCloud
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credit: Scott McCloud
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This is the list of Set Subjects (themes) for the Westville Camera Club Monthly Photographic com-
petition in 2021. Image submission day is always the Monday before the 3rd Wednesday of the 
month in question. i.e the Monday before Judging night. 

Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixels (the width must be either 1920 pixels or the height must 
be 1080 pixels or both), sRGB color-space and less than 2mb in file size.

SS QUICK REFERENCE for 2022
MONTH SUBMISSION DATESET SUBJECT

JAN  URBEX/URBAN EXPLORATION    17 JAN 2022
Feb   Expressions       14 Feb 2022
Mar  DCC Challenge - Their Subject    14 Mar 2022
Apr  DCC Challenge - Sweets and Chocolates   18 Apr 2022
May  High Key / Low Key      16 May 2022
Jun  Photography Greats of the 50’s and 60’s  13 Jun 2022
Jul  Books        18 Jul 2022
Aug  Abstract       16 Aug 2022
Sep  Planes, Trains & Automobiles    19 Sep 2022
Oct  Crea�ve Shu�erspeed     17 Oct 2022
Nov  Wet        14 Nov 2022
Jan  Movie Titles       16 Jan 2023
Feb  In Your Garden      13 Feb 2023

JANUARY 2022 - URBEX/URBAN EXPLORATION
Urban explora�on or Urbex for short, is a subfield of architectural photography. It is the art of finding 
old and abandoned buildings, structures, and loca�ons, exploring them, and taking photos as you go. 
Consider using natural light as much as possible and be mindful of your composi�on and focal points 
in the image. Adding a model or human element can make a drama�c statement. Look for colour    
contrasts and strong tonal ranges in your environment. Consider the mood and look for a strong story 
in your images. Use a tripod and apertures of around f11 for sharp images. Be prepared for long       
exposures.  Remember you are crea�ng ar�stry from decay.  
RULES: Colour or monochrome. Manipula�on is allowed, composite images are not.  
Submission Deadline: 17 January 2022

SETSUBJECTS 2021
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FEBRUARY 2022 - EXPRESSIONS
It is said that the face is the window to the soul, communicated via our flee�ng expressions. An            
understanding of this is certainly one of the most important skills to have in people photography.  The 
human face can form over 10,000 expressions. To simplify this daun�ng number, as photographers we 
need only concentrate on capturing 6 basic expressions: happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, or 
disgust. Forehead, eyebrows, eyes, cheeks, and mouths are all essen�al features in the forma�on of 
expressions. The best and most poignant expressions will be candid, spontaneous, and unposed.  For 
success, be relaxed and unobtrusive, learn to an�cipate a genuine expression quickly, and take your 
shot in �me to capture that flee�ng moment. The more you can learn to an�cipate and differen�ate 
those very subtle differences, the more you will understand about your subjects, and the be�er you 
can communicate that with the photos you take of them.
RULES: Colour or mono. Subjects must be human. No limit to the number of people in the image. 
No manipula�on allowed.
Submission Deadline: 14 February 2022

MARCH 2022 - DCC CHALLENGE - THEIR SUBJECT (TBC)

APRIL 2022 - DCC CHALLENGE: SWEETS & CHOCOLATES
Sweets and Chocolates are deligh�ul treats desired and craved by every person around the globe. 
There’s surely no kid nor adult who can resist the sweet taste of the yummy colourful sugary candy or 
the silky-smooth decadence of chocolate. They are considered as the ideal gi� for special occasions 
such as Valen�ne’s Day, Mother’s Day, Birthdays, Christmas and more.There are many aspects that 
play an important part in crea�ng that perfect sweet food shot, from colour considera�on and light-
ing, through to styling and props. You can aim to create the perfect product shot, or get crea�ve with 
your story telling, however, the chocolate or candy needs to be the highlight, and needs to look clean, 
tasty, desirable.
RULES: Colour only. Manipula�on and Composites allowed.
Submission Deadline: 18 April 2022

Awai�ng brief from Durban Camera Club.
RULES: TBC
Submission Deadline: 14 March 2022

2021
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MAY 2022 - HIGH KEY / LOW KEY
High Key is a term to describe images that are bright and contain li�le to no shadow. The style can 
also be described as bright, with overexposed backgrounds. High key photography possesses a lot of 
white and light tones. These images have very minimal mid-tones and blacks. It is not devoid of 
blacks, it just has very minimal amounts of black in the image. A good ra�o to consider is 80% bright, 
20% dark. Low key is a term that describes images that are dark, and contain only a few highlighted/lit 
areas. It is the art of lowering the exposure to create more shadows while crea�vely concealing and 
revealing details, which produces high contrast, drama�c images. A good ra�o to consider is 25% 
light, 75% dark
RULES: Limited edi�ng: ALLOWED: removal of dust stops, levels, curves, colour satura�on and con-
trast work, conversions to monochrome, dodging and burning, sharpening, HDR. NOT ALLOWED: 
adding or removing of pixels, moving of pixels, composites or mul�ple exposures.
Submission Deadline: 16 May 2022

JUNE 2022 - PHOTOGRAPHY GREATS OF THE 50’s & 60’S
Robert Frank, Ansel Adams, Henri Car�er-Bresson, Richard Avedon, Phillipe Halsman,Sam Shaw, Pete 
Turner, Don McCullin, Eddie Adams are examples of the many prominent photographers who pro-
duced a great and enduring body of work in the 1950’s and 60’s. Each of them is renowned for the 
par�cular genre and style of photography they specialised in, be it landscape, portraiture, fashion, 
street, sport, abstract or photojournalism. Study the photographs of these masters, select your favou-
rite and submit an image which recreates the specific genre and style of any of the famous photogra-
phers who produced work in the 1950’s and 60’s.
RULES: Colour or Monochrome. Manipula�on is allowed but excluding composites.
Submission Deadline: 13 June 2022

JULY 2022 - BOOKS
"We read to know we are not alone" - William Nicholson. Books evoke emo�ons, they transport us, 
help us escape and educate us. Books can be a comfort that shi� us into another realm. Show us what 
books mean to you. A book, open or shut? Is it one special one or are there many? Could it be old and 
covered in leather surrounded by history and worn by love....or glossy, new and edgy? Play with light-
ing and/or depth of field. Mono or brilliant colour. Enjoy and show what books have shown you.
RULES: Colour or Monochrome. Digital Manipula�ons is allowed
Submission Deadline: 18 July 2022

2021
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AUGUST 2022 - ABSTRACT
Abstract photography is the view of an object where the en�re shape is hidden from view. The rules 
are…. well, there are no rules! You know the saying: “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, well 
abstract photography is exactly what the viewer makes it, and it can hold many different interpreta-
�ons, views, and opinions. The three main points that abstract photography encompasses are, form, 
colour and texture. Form: Form is the shape(s) of the object(s) which creates the main bulk of the 
image – think of it in a similar way to composi�on and consider this the main course. Colour: Colour 
will draw the viewer in and keep the a�en�on for longer. Exci�ng colours add depth and excitement 
to the overall image. Texture: Texture adds interest, creates confusion and intrigue. You can break up 
the image with contras�ng textures and make your audience ques�on what they see. 
RULES: Colour or Monochrome. Digital Manipula�ons is allowed
Submission Deadline: 16 August 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022 - PLANES, TRAINS & AUTOMOBILES
This set subject is exactly what is says . Trains , planes  or automobiles , any aspect of the subject to 
be the hero of the image . It is an opportunity to be crea�ve with your panning techniques or zooming 
into an interes�ng feature of the subject or presen�ng just about anything involving your preferred 
choice . Your images may include human elements to assist in telling a story but not essen�al.  
RULES: Colour only. Manipula�on is allowed, but no composites.
Submission Deadline: 19 September 2022

OCTOBER 2022 - CREATIVE SHUTTERSPEED
We all know how slow shu�er speed photography works. Set up a tripod and set up the camera and 
composi�on. Now for something a li�le different that will give interes�ng results. Photograph any-
thing with a slow shu�er speed of 1/10th of a second. Set your camera to manual, at 1/10th sec. Use 
an aperture that will give you a “correct” exposure. This is where crea�vity comes in and you can 
decide how you want to depict your subject. This all depends how steady your hands are to try and 
keep the camera very s�ll, or be crea�ve and move the camera up or down, or le� and right or at diag-
onal angles, twist the camera or give it shake. Use your zoom on the lens to zoom in or out while 
focused on the subject. You will not know what results you will get, but you could be surprised by the 
results.  
RULES: Monochrome only. Shu�er speed must be set at 1/10th sec. Minimal edi�ng allowed, no 
effects that can be created in camera must be done in post processing.
Submission Deadline: 17 October 2022

2021
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NOVEMBER 2022 - WET
Wet usually implies satura�on but may depict a covering of any surface with water or something 
liquid which is not yet dry. Wet can be depicted as a single water droplet to a downpour of rain drops, 
wet paint on a canvas, to a running tap, a wet body or small splash in a glass.  Anything wet goes.  Be 
crea�ve in your thinking.  All images are to be devoid of large expanses of water - eg.  the  sea, lakes 
or rivers.  
RULES: Colour or Monochrome. Digital Manipula�ons is NOT allowed
Submission Deadline: 14 November 2022

JANUARY 2023 - MOVIE TITLES
The image must portray and depict the movie �tle you have chosen. Text can be included on the 
image but this should be limited. The image is not to be a poster to adver�se the movie but rather to 
just depict it. The �tle of the image must be the name of the movie. Use your imagina�on but do not 
make it too abstract so as to leave the viewer guessing what you mean. The story telling will be essen-
�al.  
RULES: Colour or Monochrome and Manipula�on allowed (including composites).
Submission Deadline: 16 January 2023

FEBRUARY 2023 - IN YOUR GARDEN
One of the best things about photographing nature is that it is so accessible. You don’t need to travel 
far to find it because it ’s all around you. You may take it for granted because you see it every day, but 
your own backyard is a treasure trove. Every hour of every day and every season brings something 
new. The term “backyard” needn’t be taken literally here. If you don’t have a backyard, you’ll find 
plenty of nature to photograph just by wandering the streets or public parks and gardens. Some 
things to consider:
   1. Flowers and leaves 
  2. Fruit, berries, and seed pods 
  3. A�er the rain 
  4. Mushrooms, toadstools, and fungi 
  5. Look up; look down 
  6. Black and white beauty 
  7. Experiment with sun flare and haze 
  8. Snails, bugs, and spiders 
  9. Birds and other wildlife 
  10. Portraits in nature  
RULES: Colour or Monochrome and Manipula�on is allowed.
Submission Deadline: 13 February 2023

2021
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Any regularly repeated arrangement, especially 
a design made from repeated lines, shapes, 

or colours.
 A usually repeating artistic or decorative design

 A natural or accidental arrangement.
 

Patterns can be found in nature or man-made items 
such as clothes, buildings, paths, gardens etc. 
There is no limit or restriction as to where the

patterns are photographed but the challenge is
to find patterns that are interesting

and/or unusual.

Rules – Colour or Mono but no manipulation 
as defined in by the PSSA. See below.

PATTERNS

MANIPULATION

Manipulation shall constitute any or all of the following modifications to the original image:
• Adding an element to the image that was not contained in the original capture.
• Removing an element from the image that was contained in the original capture.
• Moving or repositioning an element of the image that was contained in the original capture.

The following actions are allowed and are not seen as manipulation:
• Cropping
• Correction of lens distortion, chromatic aberrations, purple fringing, lens vignette and vertical/
   horizontal perspective adjustments.
• Removal of dust spots or scratch marks from sensor or scanned images.
• The blending of different exposures of the same scene to broaden the dynamic range e.g., High  
   Dynamic Range (HDR).
• Photo stacking to overcome the limitations of the digital sensor heat artefacts in long exposures.
• Focus stacking to widen the depth of field especially in Macro photography. In the case of Nature 
   and Wildlife, HDR and focus stacking will not be considered as manipulation and may be used 
   provided that the end result is a faithful representation of the original scene

2022category KZN REGIONAL COMPETITION
FOR THE 2022
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2022

JANUARY

2022-01-08 MIROC International Salon Circuit - Edenvale

2022-01-22 2nd Bethal National PDI Salon

2022-01-29 Boksburg Camera Club National PDI Salon

2022-01-30 13th Holland International Image Circuit 

FEBRUARY

2022-02-02 5th PECC International Audio Visual Festival 

2022-02-12 Eden National Digital Salon

2022-02-19 Cape Town Photographic Society National PDI & Print 

MARCH

2022-03-05 5th Rustenburg National Digital Salon

2022-03-19 Ermelo Fotoklub 3rd National PDI Salon

APRIL

2022-04-02 5th Nelspruit Digital Salon

2022-04-23 Edenvale Photo Club National Digital Salon

2022-04-30 PSSA International Salon of Photography 2022

MAY

2022-05-14 5th Randburg National Digital Salon

2022-05-28 7th Magalies Foto Fun Club PDI Salon

UPCOMING SALONS

http://www.pssa.co.za

Follow the link below to the PSSA website for any information regarding the PSSA, 
salons, upcoming local and national photographic events and also to find out 
why it’s a good thing to join the PSSA!
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NOVEMBER 2021
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Once again some stunning work being produced by our Clubs every month. It 
was great to see this month was the highest entries ever for our Web Site 
Image Competition.  We would still like to see more of our clubs entering each 
month.   This competition does not run in December but if your club meets in 
December you are allowed to enter two images in the January Competition.

You can click on the images below to see the winning image enlarged on the 
PSSA web site with the 1st and 2nd runners-up in each category

Xmas Message from Jill – President of PSSA

OUR MONTHLY COMPETITIONS
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SENIOR WINNER

Bloemfontein Kameraklub – Trix Jonker with “Waterdruppels”
What a wonderful moment to have captured. A very different perspective. 
WELL DONE to the club and the author.

JUNIOR WINNER

Harties Fotografie 
Studiegroep 
– Marita Coetzee with 
“Agony”

Very strong impressive 
image and stands out very 
well in mono.  

WELL DONE to the Club 
and the author.

WEB SITE WINNER

Author Chris Botes – Pretoria 
Photographic Society with 
“Dream come True”

This certainly was a dream come 
true, wonderful moment to have 
captured at the right time. 

CONGRATS to the authorFR
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PSSA NATIONAL CONGRESS 2022

PSSA NATIONAL CONGRESS 2022

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES

Arrangements are certainly beginning to be put in place very fast for our 
Congress next year.  It really looks very exciting indeed and something for us 
all to look forward to.   Go to our web site and click on this banner on the 
home page to learn more about it and put the dates in your diary.  Thank you 
to the Western Cape for getting us all inspired for our 2022 Congress

Please take note that Photovault is already open for applications for Honours 
which closes on 25th January 2022.   The Honours judging will take place 
11, 12, 13 February 2022.   Good luck to all the applicants.

Just a last reminder that the Annual Membership fees were 
due to be paid by the end of November 2021.  If you have 
not paid as yet your name will be taken off our database.   
Also we need to reiterate to our members that you must 
make sure that your ID number and correct email address 
is on our database. 

Please contact our membership Secretary Ria at member-
ship@pssa.co.za to double check that this is all in place.FR
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THE PSSA MEMBER ZONE

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES

As you might know by now, a MEMBER 
ZONE for PSSA members only was cre-
ated on the PSSA web site.  Our first 
e-IMAGE, edited by Jill Sneesby, was 
published in the Member Zone for PSSA 
members to access and read online or 
to download.

You can click on the banner on the right 
to access the Member Zone on the PSSA 
web site. 

Follow the prompts to login and use 
your SA id number as username. 

The Salon Committee is hard at work fine tuning the Salon 
Brochures and the Salon Directors Manual – all Salon 
Directors must ensure that they read the documents care-
fully and thoroughly as it is important that all the require-
ments are met.  
 
We have found that quite a number of images are being 
manipulated and entered into categories where manipula-
tion is not allowed.   A new rule, to be introduced immedi-
ately, is that all recipients of Medals and COMs in the cat-
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Click on Forgot password if you have not been sent one.
You will get a verification code that might also sit in your junk mail - have a 
look there. When stuck, email our web master, Melanie for assistance.  Your 
SA id number might not be on the database and you will have to be registered.

egories where manipulation is not allowed, will be required to send the raw 
image to the Salon Director before the final results are published.                                

Another important point is that of judges being experienced in the section in 
which they are judging - if you are asked to be a judge in a Salon in a specific 
category you must be familiar with that category, for example if I take myself for 
instance - if I was asked to judge the Category Macro, I would say NO as I am 
not familiar with that Category and although I have done a little Macro work it 
is not something that I am used to photographing. 

Clubs wanting to apply to host a Salon in the up and coming year of July 2022 
to June 2023 must be sure to send their applications to their Regional Director 
before the end of January 2022.
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FINAL WORDS...
If going away, stay safe, have fun, drive carefully and enjoy this festive 
season with friends and family. We look forward to your continued support 
for PSSA in 2022.

EVELYN

DIRECTOR – PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Geoff Feldon - 082 464 3221
chairman@westvillecameraclub.co.za

CHAIRMAN

01

Malcolm Reeves - 083 309 0585
malcolm.reeves@westvillecameraclub.co.za

VICE-CHAIRMAN & TREASURER

02

Natascha Robinson - 079 220 8699
natascha.robinson@westvillecameraclub.co.za

SNAP EDITOR

08

MEMBERSHIP & WEBSITE

04

Karen Fischer - 084 707 9090
karen.fischer@westvillecameraclub.co.za

WORKSHOP/OUTING STEWARD

07

Jen Adam - 072 568 6802
jen.adam@ westvillecameraclub.co.za

ENTRY STEWARD

03

Conrad Kelsey - 083 570 0217
conrad.kelsey@westvillecameraclub.co.za

SECRETARY

06

Bee Brodie - 072 426 5656
bee.brodie@
westvillecameraclub.co.za

John Thackeray - 082 417 8944
john.thackeray@westvillecameraclub.co.za

WORKSHOP/OUTING STEWARD

05

info@westvillecameraclub.co.za

GENERAL INFO
2nd & 3rd Wednesdays
7pm

ZOOM MEETINGS
www.facebook.com/groups/9611149381/
(Active Members only)

FACEBOOK

SECRETARY

06

Bee Brodie - 072 426 5656
bee.brodie@
westvillecameraclub.co.za
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